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Final Product Extended Project Qualification 
Name: The Fallen 

Act One 
 

CREATOR:  Okay I’m bored. Let me tell you a story.   
 
CREATOR:  [Clears throat]  There was a disastrous snow storm armed to the teeth with hailstones and horrific 
winds. Three mysterious figures appear from the distance. The first of these figures was tall, in fact, he was the 
tallest one. Yet he was slim and tender. He had shaved hair, and rippling muscles for a featherweight. The second 
of the mysterious trio was short and pudgy. Fat fingers and all HAHA. He had a short, puffy afro, a goatee, and he 
had the tiniest amount of hair above his top lip. The last of the trio had the average height the three. She had 
chocolate smooth skin, with deep brown eyes, to top it off, she had beautiful curly hair.  Everybody meet Tally, 
Quintin, and Sabre 
 
[Gun shot fires in the distance] 
 
TALLY:  What the fuck was that? Where am I why aren’t I at home? [Confused, Angry,  and Scared] 
 
SABRE:   [Appears behind TALLY]  What in the world. Why am I in the Arctic?  
 
TALLY: [Shocked, turns around]  Why the fuck are you here? [Goes to attack]  WHERE IS MY FAMILY? 
 
SABRE: [Shouts]  I DON’T KNOW YOU IDIOT! [defends and subdues TALLY] 
 
SABRE: [Smug expression]  You know I’ve always been stronger Tally, so what made you think you would win 
especially when you’re angry? 
 
QUINTIN: [Appears in front of both TALLY and SABRE] [Points to SABRE]  You haven’t always been stronger, you were 
once weak, we were all once weak. [Starts walking towards TALLY and SABRE]  Our creator wants us to fight, our 
creator wants us to have conflict, we cannot allow him to taste satisfaction. We must stay uni- 
 
SABRE: [Rolls eyes]  Oh shut it Quintin we don’t want to hear your silly speeches or parables. He tried to fight me, 
he lost, and as for our creator, I DON’T CARE.  
 
TALLY: [breathing heavily]  See that is your issue Sabre, you’re so close minded. 
 
SABRE: [Glares at TALLY]  Well  I’d rather be close minded than be stupid like Quintin, the only thing that leaves his 
mouth are either speeches, or agreements with whoever is wrong. You even know this Tally. So be quiet yeah? 
 
TALLY: [Shakes head]  Ermmm, no thank you. 
 
CREATOR: [Sighs]  You see what I have to deal with? My own characters can’t behave. And they have some weird 
dislike for me, I wonder what I did… Ahhh yes, I know what I did. [Chuckles]  Here’s what happened. 
 

[Curtain Drops, Scenery changes, Curtains Open] 
 

CREATOR:  Well here we are, Africa. Ghana if you wanna be specific. There’s mud, huts, tribes, everything you can 
think of. Actually, sorry, everything I can think of. You lot don’t know what’s there, you all stay in your little 
houses, watch your controlled news, breath your polluted air, and don’t give a shit about the people here. I’m 
right ain’t I?  
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CREATOR : [Shrugs shoulders] Oh well, now here’s Sabre.  And her village… 
 
[People walking about balancing plates on their heads. There are birds chirping. The hot sun is beating down on the 
people which makes them sweat. In the distance you can hear ‘Dabi mekɔɔ  nwuram … Kaaika’ being sung in a nearby 
school.] 
 
SABRE: [Leaves her hut, looks around outside.] 
 
[SABRE’s Mum leaves the hut, stands next to SABRE} 
 
SABRE:  You know, I’ve always wondered what life would be like if we was rich. You know, no struggling, no 
wondering what we’re going to eat, and we would no longer fall victim to sicknesses that they cure easily in the 
capital. I would give anything to have that. Why did God make us poor mother? 
 
SABRE’S MUM: [Tuts and Shakes head]  Oh Sabre, my only child, you have so much to learn. Matthew 16:26 says 
“And what do you benefit if you gain the whole world but lose your own soul? Is anything worth more than your 
soul?” Sabre, are you really willing to sacrifice your soul for worldly riches and burn in the eternal fire of hell? 
 
SABRE:  Mother,  you know I will always be loyal to God, he created us, but why would he make us poor and the 
people who are evil rich? 
 
SABRE’S MUM: [Points to the sky]  Where there is heaven there is hell. And where there’s a God there’s a devil. 
Those evil people exchanged their soul for worldly riches. The devil has their soul. You, Sabre, you are a child of 
God. And he loves you. Keep praying and working, God grants our deepest desires, even the ones we have no 
knowledge of. Sometimes just be happy that God woke you up this morning. The little things count. 
 
SABRE: [Sighs]  I know mother I know. I love you. 
 
SABRE’S MUM: [Kisses SABRE’s forehead]  I love you too my child.  
 
[Gun shot fires in the distance, people scream, 4x4 truck pulls  up]  
 
SABRE:  What are you-  
 
[Gunmen open fire, one bullet hits SABRE, she flinches]  
 
SABRE:  Arghh-  
 
SABRE: [Gasps, looks to her mother]  
 
SABRE: [Shouts in despair}  Mother! Mother! No no no no. [Begins to sob, turns to gunmen] 
 
SABRE:  I will kill you! [Runs up to one of the gunmen and punches his face]  
 
GUNMAN #1: [Hits SABRE with the butt of the gun] 
 
[SABRE faints and passes out] 
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CREATOR:  Well that was getting a bit [burps]  intense. Okay, let’s errrrrr see what happened to Tally. Next stop, 
Slovenia. 
 
 

[Curtain Drops, Scenery Changes, Curtains Open] 
 

CREATOR: [Breathes in]  Ahhh, the wonderful Slovenia. Mountainous, full of nature, so elegant, and it has so many 
rivers in it’s capital. Don’t we all love us a place like Slovenia? So fresh and clean. No? No? Bleh, you guys are dry. 
Well here’s Tally the little twerp.  
 
[TALLY is riding away on his bike, two environmental officers are in hot pursuit] 
 
TALLY:  Fuck off! Leave me the fuck alone! 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICER #1: [Close in pursuit on a bicycle]  You are riding on a restricted path! It is prohibited to 
ride on these mountain trails! 
 
TALLY:  Well you can suck my balls! I don’t give a shit! [Looks behind] 
 
[TALLY looks forward just as he rides into a hanging tree branch and is subsequently knocked off his bike] 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICER #2: [Pulls up and gets off bike]  You are under arrest for violating law 45782 which 
prohibits you from riding on mountain trails!  
 
TALLY: [Struggling]  Aren’t you going to read me my rights? [Struggles fiercely] 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICERS #1 & #2: [Both look at eachother]  
 
ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICERS #1:  We don’t need to. 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICERS #2:  You’re not from around here… 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICERS #1 & #2:  [Laughing and shouting]  You don’t have any rights! 
 
[Both ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICERS put their knees into TALLY’S back] 
 
TALLY: I can’t breathe! I can’t… [Passes out] 
 

[Curtain drops] 
 

[Curtains open] 
 

CREATOR:  I didn’t wanna bore you with all the legal jibjab so I decided to fast forward this to the part where he 
gets sentenced for committing such a petty crime. [Scoffs]  I’m evil? [Scowls at audience]  Shut it the lot of ya. 
 
JUDGE:  I hereby sentence you to five years imprisonment without bail. {Bangs gavel]  Take him away. 
 
TALLY: [As guards take TALLY down from the docking, begin shouting]  No. This is injustice. You can’t do that. 
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JUDGE: [Petty and smug]  Actually, I think you’ll find that right now I am the judge and I can do whatever I like with 
you and you can’t do anything about it because you’re a nobody. [Shouts]  Ha. 
 
TALLY: Why would God do this? [Looks up scowling] 
 
CREATOR:  That’s so sad, he was only 15 as well. Must suck to be him, not my problem. Let’s see what Quintin is up 
to. Next stop, Fayetteville, North Carolina.  
 

 
[Curtain Drops, Scenery Changes, Curtains Open] 

 
 
CREATOR:  The wonderful Fayetteville, the ville, the great city where J. Cole grew up. Although there is crime in 
fayetteville, there is also a sense of unity. Where there is also heavy brutality and racial discrimination from law 
enforcement, there is also peace between citizens who only wish to move on with their lives. 
 
[QUINTIN is walking down the block with his friends, houses are washed out, J. Cole ‘Deja Vu’ is playing from one of the 
houses. QUINTIN and his friends are smoking a blunt] 
 
QUINTIN: [inhales blunt]  Yoooo take a hit of this nigga. That loud shit. [Passes the blunt as he exhales] 
 
ELIJAH: [Takes the blunt from QUINTIN, takes a pull from the blunt, splurts and coughs]  Nigga what sort of shit you got 
me out here smoking man, that shit is deadly. [Passes blunt on,  starts laughing]  This shit hits quick don’t it? Ain’t 
that some shit. 
 
NATHAN: [Takes the blunt from ELIJAH, takes a pull from the blunt]  Aye Quintin this shit is fire bro. Yo’ connect hit 
you up with the good shit ‘uh? {Takes another long pull, three second, then passes it to QUINTIN, exhales] 
 
QUINTIN: [Takes blunt and takes the final pull, the blunt is now finished, stamp it out]  Yeah yeah you feeling that ‘uh? 
[Checks watch]  Shit is that the time? Yo I gotta kick my moms gon’ kill me man if I’m late. [Fist bumps all three of 
them and runs off stage] 
 
ELIJAH: [Deviously]  Yo we gotta get his connect man, that shit’s way too good for him to be smokin’ that shit up all 
the time. We gotta get rid of him man. 
 
NATHAN: [Unsure]  Ah, I’m not sure man, Quintins a good guy yo. Can’t be doing that snakey shit. 
 
ELIJAH: [Sighs]  Yeah man you right bro, I’ll catch you soon bro I got some shit to handle man. [Fists bumps NATHAN] 
 
[Both NATHAN and ELIJAH walk off stage in opposite directions from each other]  
 
CREATOR:  Mmmm that was a bit dry you know. Let me see. [Hand on chin, thinking]  Oh, here’s what happened, let’s 
fast-forward a couple days. 
 

[Curtain Drops] 
 

[Curtain Opens] 
 

[QUINTIN and ELIJAH are in the warehouse along with QUINTIN’S connect, there’s a duffel bag on top a car] 
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QUINTIN: [Fist bumps ELIJAH]  Yo you good bro? 
 
ELIJAH:  Something like that… 
 
[ELIJAH’S Phone starts ringing] 
 
ELIJAH:  Let me get this real quick bro [Answers phone and walks off stage] 
 
[Stage lights black out, red LED lights hit the stage, QUINTIN steps forward to the center of the stage]  
 
QUINTIN:  Penetration. Blood. Pain. Burning. Flash. Death. Life. Wound. Pierce. Sting. Hollow.  
 
 
[ELIJAH runs back on stage and points a gun at QUINTIN. QUINTIN puts his hands up and steps back shaking his head 
pleading.  ELIJAH shoots QUINTIN in the face takes the duffel bag, and runs off stage. QUINTIN drops to the floor 
immediately after being shot and the curtains close]  
 
CREATOR:  There we go. I wonder what happened after… Ah I can’t be fucked to show you guys. I’m off. 
 

[Curtain Drops, Scenery Changes, Curtains Open] 
 

[The story returns back to Antarctica. All three characters are still arguing] 
 
QUINTIN:  Yeah well I have a brain impairment because of this stupid guy. [Shouts from ‘Stupid’ and looks up]  
 
TALLY:  Okay so why are you socialising with drug dealers  then?  
 
QUINTIN:  I don’t know how about we ask this stupid guy. [Shouts from ‘Stupid’ and looks up again] 
 
CREATOR: [Off stage, mutters]  I swear to myself if he calls me stupid one more time.. [Glaring]  
 
SABRE:  Waaaiit hold on, weren’t you the dealer, or was it your ‘plug’? [Mocks American accent]  
 
QUINTIN: [Fake laughs]  Ha ha. Ha ha. No. [Face straightens instantly]  I don’t know, I shall say it again. Ask. This. 
Stupid. Guy. [Looks up] 
 
CREATOR: [Comes on stage and makes his way towards QUINTIN at a fast pace, QUINTIN, TALLY, and SABRE, cannot 
see the CREATOR but can hear him when he speaks]  This little dickhead thinks I won’t- [Slaps QUINTIN on the back of 
the head and comes off the other side of the stage]  
 
QUINTIN: [Flinches and holds his head wincing]  Ow. [Glares at SABRE angrily]  What the fuck are you doing man?  
 
SABRE: [Confused]  What in God’s name are you on about? 
 
TALLY: [Laughs]  Do we have a problem? 
 
QUINTIN:  She just slapped the back of my head and called me a little dickhead. [Angrily mocks SABRES African 
accent]  
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SABRE: [Shocked]  I’ve done no such thing 
 
QUINTIN: [Mocking SABRE’S accent once more]  Well evidently someone did. 
 
CREATOR: [Comes on stage, the characters can now see him]  Knock knock. 
 
[TALLY, SABRE, and QUINTIN turn around to look at the source of the song] 
 
TALLY:  Who the fuck are you? 
 
SABRE:  Oh I am getting  a bad feeling about this person [Starts to back away] 
 
CREATOR:  Now now, let’s not start being rude. You can stay. [Points at SABRE, her body begins to return to its 
original position] 
 
SABRE:  What the- 
 
QUINTIN:  Through peace we can all find a way to-  
 
TALLY:  Shut up Quintin now isn’t the time for one of your nobel peace prize quotes [Serious but mockingly. Says this 
at the same time as the CREATOR] 
 
CREATOR: [Cheerfully]  Well done Quintin you actually have gained some intelligence considering what happened 
to you. [Says this at the same time as TALLY]  
 
SABRE: [Concerned, squints eyes]  Pardon? Since what? [Looks at QUINTIN] 
 
QUINTIN: [Looks at SABRE. Concerned. Nods]  How do you even know what happened? 
 
CREATOR: [Petty and sarcastically]  Oh I don’t know maybe this stupid guy might have been the one who made all of 
you and dictated what happened and what is going to happen in your life and maybe you guys were just too stupid 
to see that I orchestrated everything even you guys being here in the Antarctic away from whatever may be left 
of your families by time I am done with you. [Sighs and shakes head]  Let me know if you understand that yeah? 
 
TALLY, SABRE, QUINTIN: [At the same time. Gasping. Whispers]  It was you? 
 
TALLY:  So I spent five years in prison for riding on a pathway because of you? [Gets louder throughout the sentence] 
 
SABRE: [Angrily. Tearing up]  So my mum… My mum is… Because of you? [Begins to shake]  
 
QUINTIN: [Disbelief. Shakes head. Mutters]  No way. It can’t be.  
 
CREATOR:  Yes, get angry, let your anger take control. I know who you are deep down. I know what you wish to be. 
[Turns his back on them]  Now do your worst 
 
SABRE: [Runs to CREATOR ready to strike him, 5 paces]  
 
CREATOR: [Shakes head, mutters]  No no no you fool. Click. [Clicks fingers] 
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SABRE: [Collapses mid run] 
 
CREATOR: [Sternly while smiling]  You don’t ever raise your hand to me. 
 
TALLY:  Well I’m not stupid like Sabre. [Runs and jumps] 
 
CREATOR: [Shrugs shoulders]  Okayyyy. [Dodges TALLY and clicks fingers]  Off you go.  
 
TALLY: [Collapses after missing]  
 
CREATOR: [Turns and glares at QUINTIN]  Boo. 
 
QUINTIN: [Screams and Faints] 
 
CREATOR: [Turns to audience]  Yeah they’re all pricks. [Microwave sounds]  Ooooo my noodles are done? That’s my 
cue to go. Bye. [Runs eagerly off stage] 
 

[Curtain Drops, Scenery Changes, Curtains Open] 
 
CREATOR: [Comes on stage with his hands up]  Okay okay. So you’ve seen the stupid beings I’ve created and their 
families, now let’s actually get to know their family. [Smiles Evilly]  Contestant number one.  
 
[Spotlight shines on SABRE’S MUM, she struggles as she realises she’s tied to a chair]  Sabre’s mother. Yeah, not much of 
a looker is she. [Sadistic tone] 
 
SABRE’S MUM: [Lets off a muffled scream]  
 
CREATOR:  Yeah yeah shut up we get it you're scared. [Rolls eyes]  Anyway, contestant number two!  
 
[Spotlight moves to TALLY’s mother, currently unconscious, CREATOR moves towards TALLY’s mother and holds her 
head up] 

 
CREATOR:  Oh my she’s sleeping. [Takes a deep breath and shouts]  Wake up! 
 
TALLY’S MUM: [Jumps awake with a scream] 
 
CREATOR: [Grins]  There we go. Last but not least. Contestant number three! 
 
[Spotlight moves to QUINTIN’S mother who is struggling. CREATOR moves towards QUINTIN’S mother and smacks her 
around the face. She goes silent.] 
 
CREATOR: [Turns to audience]  Now that we’ve met our contestants. Make. Some. Noise. For. The. JIGSAW SHOW. 
[No one cheers, creator looks at the audience with disgust]  Oh, so no one wants to cheer. [Shouts extremely loud]  I said 
make some noise! [Storms off stage] 
 

[Curtain Drops, Scenery Changes, Curtains Open] 
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[SABRE, QUINTIN, and TALLY are all unconscious. One by one they wake up, confused as they adjust to their 
surroundings] 
 
QUINTIN: [Winces in pain while rubbing the back of his head]  Oh, my head.  
 
SABRE: [Sarcastically]  That was fun wasn’t it? 
 
TALLY: [Mutters bleakly]  Yeah yeah let’s do it again. [Rolls eyes] 
 
SABRE: [Slowly turns head in TALLY’s direction. Raises eyebrows]  I’m sorry, what was that? Mmm? 
 
TALLY: [Quickly]  Listen we don’t have time to argue okay? We need to figure out who the hell that was. 
 
QUINTIN: [Condescendingly]  I’m sorry were you not here during the last two scenes or were you in another play?  
 
SABRE: [Laughs sadistically and shouts]  You got burnedddd! 
 
TALLY: [Squares up to SABRE]  You need to shut the fuck up 
 
 
SABRE: [Looks at Tally]  Angry are we? [Looks to QUINTIN]  Oh no Mr. Muscle is angry with me ahh no I’m gonna get 
hurt save me Quintin save me. [Pretends to cower]  
 
QUINTIN:  Tally I don’t think we should be winding him up right now, we need to figure a way out of this place. 
 
TALLY: [Walks away from SABRE]  Yeah we do. [Looks around]  Okay we seem to be in some sort of isolation room 
 
SABRE; [Pressing against a wall]  No shit sherlock [Sarcastically] 
 
TALLY:  Quintin talk to her please because she’s beginning to annoy me and I will put my hands on her. 
 
QUINTIN:  We do not need violence, that’s what he wants. Sabre grow up. 
 
SABRE:  [Jokingly] Okay short stuff 
 
QUINTIN: [Straightens face]  Okay.  
 
[QUINTIN walks up to another part of the room and moves a chair. The room then begins to shake and a secret passage 
reveals itself. All three characters peer down the shaft. TALLY hesitantly shines a light] 
 
SABRE:  Erm where did you get that flashlight from? 
 
TALLY:  Now that you mention it, I have no idea. It just appeared in my hand. Maybe the stupid guy gave it to me. 
 
QUINTIN:  Stop, if he comes back and sees us trying to escape we’re done for. 
 
[Creator is sleeping on the side of the stage] 
 
CREATOR: [Mumbles in sleep] 
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QUINTIN:  Yo, we should hurry up before he sees that we’re escaping. 
 
TALLY:  Yeah let’s go now. 
 
[All three characters descend down the shaft by climbing] 
 

[Curtain Drops, Scenery Changes, Curtains Open] 
 

CREATOR: [Sinister]  And we are back. Welcome back to the JIGSAW SHOW. How’s everyone feeling? [Looks at 
silent audience]  Okay you guys are doing my flipping nut in. I. Said. How. Is. Everyone. Doing. [Rolls eyes at another 
silent response]  Anyways, let’s commence the first challenge. [Looks towards the victims with pure evil in his eyes]  I 
call this one. Jump Rope. Death edition. On your marks, get set -   
 

[Curtain Drops, Scenery Changes, Curtains Open] 
 

[Dark underground passage with minimal lighting, SABRE, TALLY, and QUINTIN are walking down the passage while 
squabbling] 
 
TALLY: [Fed up]  Okay, and for the tenth fucking time, there are no spiders in this fucking passage. 
 
 
 
SABRE:  Okay so how do you explain the thing that is right there! [Shouts and points just above TALLY’S head] 
 
QUINTIN: [Shouting with panic]  Where? Where? Where? 
 
TALLY: [Jumps with shock]  Oh my. [Looks around, then turns to SABRE and starts frowning]  You. Are. Fucking. Trash. 
 
SABRE: [Laughs]  Yeah yeah that’s why you were jumping around wetting yourselves.  
 
[All three characters continue walking until they find a door with light bulging from the seams. SABRE opens the door and 
is exposed to a lot of light. The sound of the ocean roars ]  
 
SABRE: [Covering eyes]  Oh wow it’s so bright, and hot. Where are we? 
 
TALLY: [Wondering around]  I have no idea. 
 
QUINTIN: [Whispering loudly with his eyes closed and fingers crossed]  Please let it be Jamaica. Please let it be 
Jamaica. 
 
SABRE: [Excited, shouts towards the end of her sentence]  Oh my, I’m home. I’m home! 
 
QUINTIN: [Excited with SABRE]  We’re in Jamaica? Yaaaa- 
 
SABRE: [Scoffs]  No we’re in Ghana. 
 
TALLY: [Sarcastically]  Yeah because Ghana totally is as beautiful as this. 
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SABRE: [Head turns sharply as she focuses on TALLY]  Oh is this what we’re doing now? Where are you from again? 
[Puts her hand on her chin]  Wait. [Pauses]  No one knows.  
 
QUINTIN: [Laughs]  Yeah no one knows 
 
TALLY: [Mumbles]  Doesn’t change the fact that we’re in Jamaica.  
 
SABRE: [Irritated]  First of all, don’t change the subject. Second of all, we’re not in Jamai- 
 
CREATOR: [Creator’s voice booms through a sea conch that’s on the beach]  You are in Jamaica you idiot. 
 
[All three characters on stage flinch with shock] 
 
TALLY: [Looks around]  What the actual fuck? 
 
QUINTIN: [Nervously]  Erm guys… [Looks down] 
 
[TALLY and SABRE follow his gaze to find a puddle between QUINTIN’S legs] 
 
SABRE: [Holding in a laugh. Shouts towards end of the joke]  I don’t mean to be a wet blanket… But you literally are a 
wet blanket. [Points at the puddle while roaring with laughter] 
 
TALLY: [Screeches with laughter] 
 
 
 
QUINTIN: [Embarrassed]  It’s not funny. It’s not my fault every time something loud shocks me I get scared. It’s 
because of what happened… Remember? 
 
TALLY:  No we don’t. What happened? 
 
QUINTIN:  Well my so called friend, we ain’t friends anymore, he shot me in the head. Somehow I’m still alive, but 
there’s a lot of side effects from having a bullet rip through your brain you know? [Nervously laughs]  
 
SABRE:  Oh wow, we’re so sorry. 
 
[Awkward silence] 
 
QUINTIN: [Sighs]  Anyway, I know a guy who knows some stuff. You know, some helpful stuff. [Stares blankly at 
TALLY and SABRE] 
 
TALLY: [Stares blankly back] 
 
SABRE:  … 
 
TALLY: [Gasps and shouts]  Oh my! Yes, your friend. Where is he? 
 
QUINTIN:  He’s over there. [Points far out towards the audience]  In Mandeville. Kinda coincidental don’t you think. 
We just happen to be in Jamaica when the guy we’re looking for is in- [Mouths words with no sound]  
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SABRE: [Confused]  I didn’t catch the last bit. Say it again? 
 
QUINTIN: [Rolls eyes and sighs]  I said. Don’t you think it’s quite coincidental that we have just randomly found 
ourselves on this island named Jamaica when the guy that I know lives in- [Mouths words with no sound] 
 
TALLY:  Quintin, is this one of your side effects? Or are you just a fucking dumbass? 
 
QUINTIN: [Grunts]  Oh my. I said. Don’t you think it’s coincidental that we have just randomly found ourselves on 
this island. Named Jamaica. And the guy we’re looking for- [Mouths words with no sound]  Argh. Okay let’s just go 
okay I cannot be bothered to keep trying I don’t know why this is happening it’s really frustrating and- 
 
SABRE:  Okay hold your horses motormouth. We need transport don’t we? 
 
[A car horn sounds. Characters see a yellow taxi]  
 
TALLY: [Looks at the taxi]  What the fuck… Ermm… Okay guys we got a taxi I guess. Can you take us to Mandeville? 
 
TAXI DRIVER: [In Patois]  Yes mi can sir. 
 
[All three characters come off stage]  
 
CREATOR: [Walks on stage]  Hmmm, I wonder who they’re talking about. Why don’t I know. How did they end up in 
Jamaica? I was sleeping, but still. They were in the basement… How did they end up in Jamaica? [Shrugs]  Oh well 
I’m going back to sleep. [Walks off stage]  
 

[Curtain Drops, Scenery Changes, Curtains Open] 
 
 

[The characters arrive outside a mansion in Mandeville. The sun is beating down on them and there is little to no breeze. 
There is Reggae music coming from the house. Song name: Beres Hammond - Groovy Little Thing. The characters enter 
the house. As they enter the house the music cuts off. Lighting becomes low and the atmosphere is eery.] 
 
QUINTIN: {Steps on creaky floorboard. Nervously.]  Hello? [Continues to look around. TALLY follows.] 
 
TALLY: [Taps QUINTIN’S shoulder. Whispers]  Are you sure your friend is here? 
 
SABRE:  [Quietly]  Guys… 
 
QUINTIN: [Speaking to TALLY. Assertive whisper}  They’re here. They have to be. 
 
SABRE: [Quietly, raised tone. Annoyed]  Guys… 
 
TALLY: [Annoyed]  Well you said that your friend lives here and they ain’t here. 
 
SABRE: [Frustration explodes. Shouts]  Guys! 
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[QUINTIN and TALLY jump and turn around to face SABRE who is with the mysterious figure. The mysterious figure is 
barely visible due to the dim lighting. The figure has a cap on to hide their face, shorts, and a tank top, and glasses that 
hang around her neck. All still barely visible.] 
 
FIGURE: [Steps forward. Patois]  What do you want?  
 
QUINTIN: [Squints]  Oh my gosh. Francetta! Francetta! 
 
FRANCETTA: [Squints]  Lard God! [Reaches for her glasses and puts them on. Blinks a couple times]  Quintin sir is that 
you? 
 
QUINTIN: [Excited]  Yes yes it’s me. I’ve got so mu- 
 
TALLY:  Hold up 
 
SABRE:  Yeah pause for a second 
 
TALLY: [Steps in between them, looks up]  I’m pretty sure that HE knows. 
 
FRANCETTA: [Tuts]  Nope. You’re protected for now. 
 
SABRE: [Questioning tone]  What do you mean? For now? 
 
FRANCETTA: [Points up]  Eventually he’s gonna wake up. When he does- 
 
TALLY: [Aggressive]  Cut the crap. Why aren’t you answering the question? 
 
QUINTIN: [Puts his hand on TALLY’S shoulder]  Bro chill. 
 
SABRE: [Rolls her eyes at TALLY. Nods at FRANCETTA]  Continue. 
 
 
FRANCETTA: [Kisses her teeth]  Anyway. You want to know how to defeat him?  
 
SABRE: [Nods] 
 
FRANCETTA: [Pauses]  When he’s asleep he doesn’t know what happens. You could speak badly of him and he 
wouldn’t know. You can plot against him and make weapons and he wouldn’t know. He isn’t invincible you know 
 
TALLY: [Cautious]  And you know this how? 
 
FRANCETTA:  None of your concern.  
 
TALLY: [Aggressive]  I think you’ll find that it- 
 
SABRE: [To TALLY. Sarcasm]  Tally? Tally? I love to hear the sound of your voice when I’m trying to peace stuff 
together you know. 
 
TALLY:  But- 
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SABRE: [Serious tone, does the zip it gesture]  Zip it. [Turns to FRANCETTA]  I’m sorry. Continue please. 
 
FRANCETTA: [Mumbles. Patois is even stronger]  Yes. That is his weakness. However, just knowing his weakness isn’t 
enough. You need to be able to bait the child. You need to get into his head and know how his mind works. Play 
with him. Anger him. Then you strike. 
 
[Alarm clock sounds] 
 
FRANCETTA: [Sighs]  We don’t have long left. In fact, we don’t have time at all. [Waves hand and a random door 
appears and opens]  I’m going, I’ll be back soon.  
 
TALLY:  What the fuck where did the door come- 
 
[The door slams hard silencing TALLY. All three characters look at each other in disbelief] 
 
QUINTIN:  Yo what was that bro? 
 
SABRE: [Whispering to herself]  You shall have no other gods before me. For where your treasure is, there your 
heart will be also. Therefore, my beloved, flee from idolatry.  
 
QUINTIN: [Taps SABRE]  Yo Sabre you got something on your mind? 
 
SABRE:  The Bible warns me about false prophets and idols. We must not be mesmerised by her abilities. For they 
are of this world, and not of the Lord. 
 
TALLY: [Looking around]  Well we need a way to bait him, I think we should  [QUINTIN joins in and shouts]  make up a 
code!  
 
[QUINTIN and TALLY nod in agreement]  
 
SABRE: [Looks at QUINTIN and TALLY]  Yeah why don’t we do that? [Sarcasm]  Oh wait! We can’t because Mr Pen Pal 
up there would know our code YOU IDIOTS! 
 
QUINTIN: [Looks at TALLY]   Yo bro you a idiot  
 
TALLY: [Growls]  Be quiet Quintin, I’m not the one with a dysfunctional brain. 
 
QUINTIN: [Becomes angry slowly]  Yo what did you just say? [Square’s up to TALLY]  Square up bruh. 
 
TALLY: [Pushes QUINTIN]  Get the fuck out of my face 
 
[They continue to push each other] 
 
SABRE: [Rubs forehead and shouts]  Guys. Guys. GUYS! [Eyes roll back, and CREATOR assumes control of SABRE]  Why 
are you guys being so fucking loud for? [Yawns]  What were you even talking about? Why are you in Jamaica? 
[Pause]  Well? 
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TALLY:  Why are we where? We didn’t know where we were, you was supposed to know. You didn’t. Some creator 
you are. 
 
SABRE: [Still possessed by CREATOR to TALLY]  Do. Not. Insult. My. Intelligence. Before. I. Come. Down. There. And. 
Beat. Your. Arse. [Clenching fist] 
 
QUINTIN: [Turns head sideways claps with each word]  You. Ain’t. Gon’. Do. Shiiiiiiiiiiiit.  
 
SABRE: [Turns to QUINTIN]  Oh I’m not gonna do anything. [Smiles]  Okay… Okay… How about… This! [Throws 
QUINTIN using telekinesis]  
 
TALLY: [Catches QUINTIN]  
 
SABRE: [Partly normal]  Get out. [CREATOR regains control and shouts]  No. [SABRE regains full control]  I said, GET 
OUT! 
 
[CREATOR comes on stage in a fit of rage] 
 
CREATOR: [Loud]  I guess if you want something done, you just have to do it yourself. 
 
TALLY: [Nervously]  Fuck sake guys he’s here! 
 
SABRE: [Sarcastically]  Oh my gosh guys the fake God is here. [Pauses and looks at the others. Serious tone]  The false 
prophet is here. Do not hesitate. [Goes to move, stumbles, and lands on all fours]  
 
QUINTIN: [Looks at SABRE concerned]  You okay? 
 
SABRE: [Nods and breathes heavily]  Lord give me strength. 
 
CREATOR: [Booming Voice]  Do not lose focus! [Shouting knocks down TALLY and QUINTIN]  
 
TALLY: [Panting}  What the fuck? This guy is ridiculous, how are we gonna beat that? 
 
QUINTIN: [Wheezing]  My chest, my chest, it’s damaged. 
 
[SABRE and TALLY look over at QUINTIN. Both of their eyes widen to see that QUINTIN’S bleeding] 
 
SABRE: [Rises, voice is trembling]  Quintin… 
 
TALLY: [Voice trembling]  Come on Quintin… 
 
CREATOR: [Rolls eyes]  Oh shut up it’s just a light graze get up… 
 
QUINTIN: [Begins to get up] 
 
CREATOR: [Calmly]  I said. [Booming Voice]  Get up! 
 
QUINTIN: [Stands up sharply, coughs up some blood and wipes it on his trousers.]  
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TALLY: [Looks to SABRE and nods]  
 
SABRE: [Falls back into the scenery] 
 
TALLY: [Shouts] Now! 
 
[Francetta appears and strikes the CREATOR then disappears. As the CREATOR falls to his knees the lights fade to red. 
QUINTIN and TALLY tower over the CREATOR. SABRE remains in the scenery.] 
 
TALLY: [Bends down to CREATOR’S level]  It’s just you and me. What you gonna do now? [Looks at QUINTIN and they 
both smirk] 
 
QUINTIN: [Bends down to join TALLY]  Yeah, not so powerful now are we? See the abuse of power eventually leads 
to the capsize of civilisations. We need to lear- [Starts choking] 
 
CREATOR: [Growling]  Shut. Up. 
 
[The CREATOR gets up and charges towards TALLY] 
 
TALLY:  Oh no you don’t [Looks at QUINTIN] 
 
QUINTIN: [Looks at SABRE] 
 
TALLY & QUINTIN: [Shouts]  Now! 
 
[SABRE tackles the CREATOR and punches his face repeatedly.]  
 
SABRE:  And now, you die, false prophets must be extinguished.  
 
[SABRE holds up the CREATOR and sticks her hand through his heart. The CREATOR coughs, wheezes and then collapses 
onto the floor. While he’s struggling to breathe he begins his monologue. The lights are red and fade out. Fade out lasts for 
the whole monologue] 
 
CREATOR: [Coughs}  How stupid you all are… [Gasps]  Don’t you see the bigger picture… [Coughs even harder]  Do you 
believe that I’m the only one… [Grunts and Coughs]  Just wait… You’ll see…  [Smirks]  Hehe… Bye. [Clicks fingers] 
 
 

[Curtain Drops, Scenery changes, Curtains Open] 
 
[TALLY, QUINTIN, and SABRE find themselves in the Arctic. All three characters look around at their surroundings, they 
begin to shiver. Three mysterious figures are placed off stage in a place where the light cannot hit them]  
 
QUINTIN: [Bleakley]  We’re here… Again… 
 
TALLY: [Shivering]  It’s fucking co- 
 
SABRE: [Mumbles harshly]  We’re being watched… 
 
[All four characters look around cautiously]  
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TALLY: [Wary]  Who is it? 
 
QUINTIN: [Calmly]  Show yourself 
 
SABRE: [Sarcastically]  Yeah because if you ask them nicely they’ll come out right? [Intense Sarcasm]  Oh my please 
reveal yourself. Please grace us by letting us see your face.  
 
[One of the three figures snigger]  
 
QUINTIN: [Bland]  Well they think that you’re funny Sabre. 
 
SABRE: [Sarcastically]  Yes Quintin, your observation is greatly appreciated 
 
[One of the three figures giggle louder than before] 
 
TALLY: [Looks at SABRE and mouths]  Keep going. [Speaks normally]  Sabre you’re not thaaaat funny, you’re alright 
you know, couple shit jokes here and there eh? 
 
QUINTIN:  Eh? You’re not Canadian bro? 
 
SABRE: [Rolls eyes]  If he’s Canadian then I’m Nigerian. 
 
[One of the three figures cackle. While cackling FIGURE #1 walks forward out of the dark patch and into the light and 
begins to clap]  
 
SABRE: [Eyes widen]  Whoa… 
 
TALLY: [Jaw drops]  Wait… 
 
QUINTIN:  Wow… [Sniffs]  Francetta… Why are you here? 
 
FRANCETTA: [Patois]  Well you see, we are-  
 
SABRE: [Raises eyebrow]  We? 
 
FRANCETTA: [Patois]  I’ve had enough. [Breaks accent, standard English]  It’s like you guys don’t understand anything. 
[Patois]  Let me finish before you interrupt me you bright child. We are the change. We are the future. We’ve 
beaten our creator too. Let me introduce you to them.  
 
FRANCETTA:  Here’s Alexis 
 
ALEXIS: [Steps forward]  
 
FRANCETTA:  Here’s Lenny 
 
LENNY: [Steps forward] 
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FRANCETTA:  We’re The Programme. We are also people who have broke the chains our creators had on us. We 
also gained their abilities too. [Chuckles] 
 
SABRE:  So you’re like Gods? 
 
LENNY: [Nods head]  Yup.  
 
SABRE: [Shakes head]  Incorrect. There is only one God.  
 
ALEXIS: [Looks at SABRE. Bursts out laughing and points]  How delusional you are! 
 
LENNY: [Shakes head while chuckling]  The child does not know. The child doesn’t have their own mind. The child-  
 
SABRE: [Interrupts]  The child has enough intellect to know that the person they just defeated wasn’t their God. 
 
TALLY: {Look at SABRE}  What do you mean? 
 
QUINTIN: [Rolls eyes]  C’mon bro. You should’ve realised by now. You can’t defeat a God for two reasons. One, if we 
did really defeat God then why are we still alive? We would perish because he’s the one that created us. Two, God 
is life. To destroy life itself would be so absurd, why would we bring about the end? 
 
LENNY: [Snorts]  But the same thing can happen to your parent. They can give birth to you and die no? 
 
SABRE:  But they are not the Alpha and Omega. They are not the ones that created us. To give birth is a completely 
different thing to creating a soul, and then guiding that soul.  
 
FRANCETTA: [Nods]  Young Sabre is correct. We are not Gods. We simply broke out from witchcraft. We were 
chained. And now we’re free so… 
 
ALEXIS: [Shocked, turns to FRANCETTA]  So we’re not gods?  
 
FRANCETTA: [Shakes head] 
 
LENNY:  So why do we have these powers? 
 
FRANCETTA:  I can’t answer that. However, you guys could join us in liberating people from the chains that tie 
them down, what do you say? 
 
 
 
TALLY:  If you don’t mind, [Looks at SABRE and QUINTIN]  we’ll be on our way now.  
 
SABRE:  Maybe one day 
 
QUINTIN:  Sometimes you gotta let people do things with their own strength, how else would we grow? 
 
FRANCETTA: [Nods in agreement]  You. [Points to QUINTIN]  You have a bright spirit  and a bright mind. Don’t lose 
yourself in this world.  
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ALEXIS:  A bright mind he has. 
 
LENNY:  Yup. 
 
FRANCETTA: [Look to the sky sharply]  Well, it’s time to go guys. Say your goodbyes. 
 
SABRE:  Don’t say goodbye. It’s more like a see you later. [Smiles] 
 
TALLY: [Smiles]  See you later. [Walks off stage right]  
 
QUINTIN: [Smiles]  Catch you later bro. [Walks off stage right] 
 
ALEXIS: [Grins]  See you soon [Walks off stage left]  
 
LENNY: [Smiles]  See you in a bit [Walks off stage left]  
 
[FRANCETTA and SABRE are the only characters on stage.] 
 
FRANCETTA: [Sighs and smiles at SABRE]  Well, here we are. 
 
SABRE: [Looks down]  You remind me of someone I know 
 
FRANCETTA: [Chuckles]  Do I? 
 
SABRE: [Chuckles back]  You do… 
 
FRANCETTA: [Inquisitive]  May I know who I am being compared to? 
 
SABRE: [Stutters}  M-M-My Grandma… I miss her so much 
 
FRANCETTA: [Touches SABRE’s head]  You’ve just lost your mum haven’t you? 
 
SABRE: [Sniffles and nods]  
 
FRANCETTA:  Ahh. Well. I can tell you now that they are both happy Sabre. [Hugs SABRE while she begins to sob] 
 
SABRE: [Sniffs]  Thank you.  
 
FRANCETTA: [Looks to stage left]  Well it’s time for me to go now… [Ends embrace and begins to walk off] 
 
 
SABRE: [Wipes eyes]  It’s never a goodbye remember? 
 
FRANCETTA: [Waves while back is turned]  See you later Sabre… 
 
SABRE: [Whispers sadly]  See you later… [Walks off stage right]  
 

[Curtains Close]  
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THE END 

 
 


